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By HowardW. Schwartz, MBA, MEd, MOS, FAHRA � AHRA President, Midwest Region, 1986-1987 � Instructor and
Department Chair, Business and Marketing Education, Robbinsdale Cooper High School � New Hope, MN
� howard_schwartz@rdale.k12.mn.us

From its inception in 1973 until its dissolution in
1998, the AHRA Midwest Region reflected a
proud tradition of member participation and
growth in support of the rapidly changing radiol-
ogy management profession. As president during the
1986-87 term, our region focused heavily on member needs
assessment, continuing financial viability, and expansion of our
local seminars and workshops. At that time, regions played a
significant role in bringing educational products, projects and
services to our members in a manner unmatched by the na-
tional organization. This “local” emphasis was a distinctive dif-
ference from how other national professional associations

operated. Whereas many national organizations segmented
their member markets by regions, the AHRA began as 5 strong
regional organizations supporting a national identity. Our
rapid growth over the first 15 years is testimony to the effec-
tiveness of this strategy.

Of the many activities supported by the AHRA Midwest Region
Board on behalf of our members, we were perhaps best known
for setting the bar for outstanding local seminars, workshops,
and annual meeting programs, as well as the production of
various operating manuals, including the first Policy and
Procedure Manual, Quality Assurance Manual, Equipment

. . . continued on page 5

Celebrating 35 Years: A Look Back at
the Midwest Region
Editor’s Note: This article is part of a series that will appear in Link throughout the year in honor of AHRA's 35th anniversary.
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PRESIDENT’S POST

What Matters Most at the
End of the Day?
For the past 3 months, I have been struggling
with one of the most challenging problems I have
faced in over 20 years as a director. I have had
the dubious distinction of working through a
PACS/RIS “go-live” that has literally been keeping
me up at night. I swear this installation has given
me more grey hair than both of my kids together.
I find myself regularly talking to my PACS folks on
the phone in the middle of the night, which then
prevents me from falling back to sleep. I go to
work grouchy, and then feel guilty for acting that
way. My attitude has been less than desirable,
and it was beginning to affect those around me. I
felt as if I was becoming the miserable person no
one wants to be around. We all have a few of
those people around us, inserted into our lives
seemingly to drive us crazy with their negative
views—but now I was becoming that person to a
whole lot of folks I care about!

Something happened to me a few weeks ago—I
guess you could say I had a revelation of sorts, or
perhaps I did my own personal intervention. It’s
not so much that I’d given up hope of having a
PACS system run consistently; rather, it was me
refocusing my energy, effort, and attitude, and
taking stock of my life. I have often preached and
written that the most important part of life is the
love you share with family and friends. I was
ignoring my own teachings, and it was truly mak-
ing me a miserable troll! Sometimes it’s as simple
as having a weekend alone and taking personal
inventory on what is important in life. Since I live
a long way from my family, I spent a lot of that
weekend making phone calls to them, as well as
to friends I haven’t spoken with in a while. None
of them really cared about my PACS problems,
that my radiologists were constantly upset, my IT
folks were nowhere to be found, or that the proj-
ect was costing mega amounts of non-budgeted
money. So, during my conversations, I only talked
about their lives, and what was going on with
them. (That was really hard to do!) I learned a lot
of things that I should have known long ago, but
had been too focused on my own life to stop and
listen to them. My son had a job interview that he

was really excited about, my daughter’s dog was
in obedience school, my dad was crowned king of
his assisted living home. None of this is earth-
shattering news, but to them it was very impor-
tant.

On Monday morning I went to work, and instead
of jumping into the daily grind, I freed my sched-
ule for the first 2 hours and initially took time to
listen to my leadership team. I purposely steered
away from work-related topics, and wanted to
know what was important in their lives. I then
went through all the different modalities and
spent time talking to staff. Everyone was eager to
tell me about their lives, and about their daily
challenges at work. After that, I walked into our
main waiting room and spent time just talking
with patients and parents. If you have never
spent time in a pediatric hospital waiting room, I
can tell you there is no humbler experience.
Suddenly, life doesn’t seem so bad.

So, what have I learned? PACS isn’t working any
better, but steps are in place to cure the problems
one way or the other. But that’s not the real les-
son here. It’s okay to lose your focus once in a
while, but it’s not okay to make it a life-long pas-
sion. In your personal life, always take the time to
listen to and spend time with those you love. In
your professional life, remember that the greatest
assets to your department walk out the door
every night. They will remember you for how you
treated them, and whether you took the time to
make them feel that they were needed. Finally,
always remember that your greatest gift to those
you love are the memories you leave behind.

On another note, if you haven’t signed up for the
AHRA 2008 Annual Meeting and Exposition in
Denver, please take the time to do so right now.
We will once again have a tremendous lineup of
speakers and events. Also, make sure to check
your e-mail as the election period for board mem-
bers and president will be starting soon, and you
will be receiving notification from the AHRA
office. j
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Recruitment Expert Discusses
Importance of CRA Credential

We all know that imaging is a
very demanding business
with a lot at stake. Essentially, if
an imaging department does not
function properly, the consequences
can yield many negative impacts on
nearly every clinical department in a

hospital, not the least of which is a negative impact on the
profitability of the organization.

What makes an imaging department function properly?

There are many complex factors, but arguably the single most
important factor is having the right imaging leadership. If this
premise is correct, the need for good imaging leadership is
exacerbated by today’s market conditions. In effect, the
demand for such leaders is very profound and the supply limit-
ed.

What do hospitals demand from an imaging leader?

As a senior search consultant, exclusively specialized in admin-
istrative/management level searches in radiology at HealthLinx
Executive Search, Inc., I have found that the single quality all
clients demand in candidates for any position, from CEO/COO
of a large radiology group to department supervisors, from
world-renowned academic health systems to small community
hospitals, is that they have demonstrated the ability to per-
form and deliver results. Regardless of a position or an organi-
zation, and above knowledge, experience, and accomplish-
ments, clients uniformly demand results. They are looking for
high achievers who know how to do it, what it takes to have it
done, and who can get it done.

What is perceived as the “right” imaging leader by today’s
hiring authority?

There are many factors a hiring authority considers, and educa-
tion is obviously one of them. When my clients specify educa-
tional experience, it is usually as a minimum requirement that
a candidate should possess advanced education and knowl-
edge. Additionally, it is no longer enough to have just an
associate degree and comparable experience. Instead, clients

in today’s market demand and expect the right leader to pos-
sess:

• Experience

• Bachelor’s degree

• Master’s degree (preferred, or required for some positions)

• CRA certification

How important is a CRA certification?

The CRA certification is so important today that some clients
will simply waive an advanced degree requirement if a candi-
date has the CRA certification. I have found that an executive
healthcare leadership recognizes the importance of the CRA
certification and the value it brings. For example, if 2 similarly
qualified candidates are interviewing for the same position,
COOs and VPs are more interested in a candidate with the CRA
certification.

Why do COOs &VPs put so much perceived weight on a
CRA certification?

It is my understanding that the CRA certification shows hiring
authorities that a potential candidate has an advanced under-
standing of the principals of the imaging business and is better
able to deliver results and find creative solutions to complex
issues in today’s imaging market. The CRA certification offers
administrators further proof that a candidate is a results-ori-
ented, success-delivering manager.

Does this mean that candidates without the CRA certifica-
tion cannot advance their career in today’s market?

The short answer is no, not necessarily. Other qualities that
demonstrate an ability to generate results, such as knowledge,
experience, and proficiency, make a potential candidate more
likely to deliver results better than their competition, which
can often be enough. But the CRA certification will give you an
extra advantage in a job search.

The bottom line is that if you want to be viewed as a candidate
who can deliver results more than others, the CRA certification
is critical. j

An Introduction by RolandW. Rhynus, CRA, FAHRA: New opportunities in the medical imaging field can be well planned, but often
are not. Regardless, you want all the right players and resources assisting you. One great resource is the CRA. But one would expect that
statement from an RACC Commissioner. As an AHRAmember for over 25 years, and a “charter” CRAmember, I support and advocate
the advantage that the CRA advanced certification brings to the bearer. That’s all well and good, but what’s it really worth out there “on
the street”? With that in mind, I’m pleased to present a perspective from the recruitment industry. Dr. Olga Smith was quick to realize
that those imaging administrators who take the time and effort to join and participate in their professional associations are better
qualified candidates.

By Olga Smith Zakharenko, MD � Senior Search Consultant, Radiology and Imaging Services
� HealthLinx Executive Search, Inc. � Columbus, OH �osmith@healthlinx.com
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CALENDAR & INFO

Productivity Measurement in Today's World
April 24, 2008 / 1:00 PM – 2:30 PM Eastern

Effective Budgeting for the Radiology Administrator
(Intermediate Level)
Thursday, May 22, 2008 / 1:00 PM – 2:00 PM Eastern

Employee Satisfaction: A Key to Success
Thursday, June 26, 2008 / 1:00 PM – 2:00 PM Eastern

Log on to www.ahraonline.org for details.

AHRAWebinars
AHRAWebinar conferences are economical and convenient!

EVENTS 2008

AHRA Spring Conference
April 16-17, 2008 ~ Tampa, FL

AHRA Annual Meeting
July 27-31, 2008 ~ Denver, CO
SAVE THE DATE

To register for any AHRA conference:
www.ahraonline.org or call (800) 334-AHRA or (978) 443-7591
For other information on conference details,
call (703) 964-1240
Exhibits: Colleen Campbell, x16
Speakers: Jennifer Leo, x 21
Conference Logistics: Linda Hachero, x13r
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The American Healthcare Radiology
Administrators is a resource and
catalyst for development of professional
leadership in imaging sciences.
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Specifications and Performance Standards Manual, Radiology
Nursing Manual, and Specifications and Performance
Standards for CT and Nuclear Medicine. In addition to the
seminars and workshops frequently held throughout the
region (at least 12 per year), the Midwest Region Board was
successful in negotiating CEU and credit arrangements with
Western Michigan University on behalf of our members.

In addition to outstanding member attendance at our regional
annual meeting, local seminars, and workshops, the AHRA
Midwest Region continually excelled in record national meet-
ing attendance. Members of the Midwest region were highly
visible as meeting presenters and speakers, as well as on a vari-
ety of regional and national committees. During my term,
members of the Midwest region presented workshops at the
national level on position descriptions and staffing issues, and
also received numerous recognitions for articles published in
Radiology Management and presentations made outside of the
AHRA (ie, RSNA Associated Sciences, AAPM, and ASRT). Finally,
in its 25 year history, the Midwest Region produced many
national AHRA and industry leaders, including 6 AHRA national
presidents, 23 Fellows, 3 Honorary Members, and 4 Gold
Awardees, as well as dozens of committee chairpersons, ad hoc
appointees, authors, presenters, and liaisons to other imaging

professional associations.

When I look back on the mid-1980s, when I was most active in
the Midwest Region, I am amazed that we were able to be so
successful with an annual budget of only $125,000. And we
had a wonderful team of 16 fabulous men and women who
served as officers and committee chairs, donating incredible
numbers of hours and resources in order for us to reach out to
751 active members. Many of us traveled major distances from
state to state working with local membership chairs and semi-
nar planners (often at our own expense) in order to bring the
benefits of the Midwest Region to as many of our colleagues as
possible. Effectively managing our region required hundreds
of member volunteer hours, and we were fortunate indeed to
have had the support of many accomplished professionals
who were so committed to the professional growth of all radi-
ology administrators.

At the regional level, we were always conscious of our goal to
reflect the caring values of a caring profession. In all that we
did, effective member relations was the foundation of our
region. As regional president, I pursued this initiative in the
strong tradition passed on to me by my predecessors. The
national AHRA organization is what it is today, in large part,
due to that tradition. j

. . . from page 1

Celebrating 35 Years: A Look Back at
the Midwest Region

This time of year the weather in Denver is fright-
ful, to say the least. Snow, ice, and sub-freezing temper-
atures are common. However, looking forward to July, the
weather picture will also differ from the present, and looking
back it will be quite different from any other AHRA annual
meeting in recent history. Remember how hot and humid it
was in San Antonio (2005)? Las Vegas (2006) was not as humid,
but the daily average temperature was 104 degrees, which is
still hot by most standards. Last year in Orlando, if you were
brave enough to venture outside of the dome, you would have
found the daytime temperature and the humidity both hover-
ing around 95 degrees.

Thanks to the members who took the time to voice their opin-
ions and vote, the setting for the 2008 annual meeting will be
much less extreme than in the past. Daily average tempera-
tures in Denver during July range from the upper 70s to low
80s, and nighttime temperatures dip all the way down to a
rather comfortable low in the 60s.

The convention center is located about half a block from the
Hyatt Regency, and within walking distance of many other fine
hotels. The 16th Street Mall is just a couple blocks away as
well, so there will be ample opportunities to get outside and
enjoy the beautiful Rocky Mountain summer weather.

I want to encourage everyone to make attendance plans now.
The Design Team has been working very hard to make this the
best meeting ever. We have confirmed a great list of presen-
ters for the breakout sessions, as well as some world renowned
keynote speakers and fantastic entertainment for the general
sessions. And don’t forget theWednesday evening party. We
will be making a trip to the ski lodge, and who knows– it
might even snow. You don’t want to miss this unique oppor-
tunity.

Register online now at www.ahraonline.org. j

Design Team Is Ready for the Rockies
By Ernie R. Stewart, BS, CRA, MBA � 2008 Annual Meeting Design Team Chair � Imaging Director, Martin Memorial Health
Systems � Stuart, FL � erstewartiii@hotmail.com
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Join the Ranks of the Prestigious AHRA Fellows
The AHRA Fellow designation recognizes the sig-
nificant contributions of AHRA members to our
professional association. Using the evaluation point
scale and form, members may submit an application for Fellow
status. Applications are made to the Fellow Committee and
require the sponsorship of a current AHRA Fellow. All appli-
cants will be notified of the committee's decision, and those
members who qualify for Fellow status will be recognized at
the annual meeting.

Please note: all accomplishments must have been completed
at the time of the application. Documentation is required for
each accomplishment—there are a wide variety of acceptable
forms of documentation, please contact the AHRA office for
assistance.

Fellow applications are due by May 16, 2008 and can be mailed
to the AHRA office or emailed to scadorette@ahraonline.org. If
you have any questions regarding the AHRA Fellow application
process, please contact Sarah Cadorette at 978-443-7591 or
scadorette@ahraonline.org. j

Hope Returns for AHRA Education Foundation

Now is the time of year when
hope returns. The trees are starting
to bud and the early flowers and
shrubs are blooming. The air is a bit
warmer here in the south. We actually
have some days when bare arms are
comfortable. I am sure those of you in

the north are beginning to look forward to days with no new
snow. It is time to look forward to sunny days and warm
breezes, knowing that they will arrive soon.

While the air is still brisk and the sky is often grey, plans are
well underway for the next AHRA Annual Meeting and
Exposition. The Silent Auction is once again gearing up for a
bigger and better event. Last year we introduced mystery
boxes. These will be around again this year with some minor
changes. Also, we would love to showcase your talent in our
Member Corner, as it is nice to see there is life outside our
work. Many of you have creative and artistic skills, but are too
modest to think anyone would want what you create. Put your
talent out there for others to see. You may be pleasantly sur-
prised by the response your receive.

We need lots of donations to surpass previous auctions in the

amount earned for the Education Foundation. Donating is sim-
ple. All the forms and necessary information are available
online at AHRA’s Web site. Some of you may choose to bring
your donated items with you. That is fine, just make sure to get
them to us as early as you can. We never turn an item away
because of a late submission—it just makes our jobs a little
harder.

I am happy that my daughter will once again accompany me
to the meeting and help with the Silent Auction. She was a
great help last year. Sarah Cadorette was also a great help, but
alas, she will be spending much of her time trying to keep up
with Ed Cronin and his busy schedule. And Terry has moved on
to assume more responsibilities. We always need volunteers,
so sign up to help! It is a great way to meet new people and
catch up with old friends.

So what will your contribution to the cause be: your time, your
talent, your donation of an item, your bids, all of the above?
Whatever you decide, I hope to see you there!

If you have questions or need any additional information, con-
tact Sarah Cadorette at scadorette@aharonline.org. j

ByWinnie Grieshaber, CRA � Retired, Director Medical Imaging � Bedford County Medical Center �
Shelbyville, TN � wkgrieshaber@bellsouth.net
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Based on the FDA’s accident
reporting database (believed
to represent significantly less
than 10% of events), acci-
dents in the MRI suite have
experienced a dramatic

increase.1 This increase is believed to reflect a number of
combined risk factors including (1) greater attractive forces
from newer magnet systems, (2) higher patient acuity levels,
(3) increasing interventional applications and (4) growing
numbers of sedation/anesthesia patients.

The current Sentinel Event Alert identifies risks associated with
several issues, including heating, implants that are contraindi-
cated in the MR environment, and projectile/missile events.

Heating: Heating incidents can arise from improper position-
ing of the patient during the exam or incorrect settings on the
MRI for a particular scan. Corrective actions can include provid-
ing insulation between the patient and the MRI, proper body
positioning, and review of scan parameters.

Implants: A number of implants, both active devices (such as
pacemakers) and passive implants (such as aneurism clips), can
present significant dangers to patients when exposed to either
static (unchanging) or time-varying magnetic fields. Other
implants, such as the leads used in cardiac devices or nerve
stimulators, can experience significant local heating as a prod-
uct of the normal radiofrequency (RF) energies used during the
MRI examination process. Corrective actions to prevent scan-
ning of patients with contraindicated implants include a care-
ful review of the patient’s medical record, patient interviews,
education of referring physicians, and scrutiny of all identified
surgical procedures. (For up to date information on the safety
of implants, please visit www.MRIsafety.com or
www.doctordoctor.biz)

Projectiles: Despite nearly universal awareness of MRI mag-
nets’ extreme power of attraction, objects containing steel are
regularly brought into MRI rooms where they are “sucked” into
the MRI scanner. Often, these objects are small enough to be
removed by hand, but larger objects often require very expen-
sive service calls to have them removed from the scanner.

Small objects such as bobby pins and nail clippers, however,
can–and do–cause injuries when drawn into MRI magnets,
striking patients and/or staff. Corrective actions to prevent pro-
jectile accidents include increased vigilance in screening
patients and objects, as well as the gowning of all patients.
One specific recommendation of the Sentinel Event Alert is for
the use of contemporary ferromagnetic detection (FMD) sys-
tems specifically designed to find projectile threats in the MRI
suite. (For links to all 3 manufacturers of FMD systems, go to
www.MRI-Planning.com/vendor_links.html)

Throughout the clinical history of MRI, the modality has been
largely unregulated in practice. There are no current building
codes or standardized operational requirements for MRI facility
safety. Joint Commission site surveys in many MRI facilities, in
fact, have often been little more than a check of the fire extin-
guisher.

Is that all changing? The new Sentinel Event Alert references
standards set by the American College of Radiology (ACR)
White Paper on MR Safety and its recently issued replacement,
the ACR Guidance Document for Safe MR Practices: 2007. 2
Though initially established in 2002 as a recommended stan-
dard, by being referenced within the current alert, the ACR
document’s position as the industry “standard of care” has
been further cemented.

While it remains to be seen in which ways this will impact Joint
Commission surveys and accreditation, patient safety coordi-
nators and risk managers should pay close attention to the
Sentinel Event Alert and to the referenced ACR Guidance
Document to evaluate the provisions for the safety of patients
and staff in the MRI environment. The February 2007 issue of
the Joint Commission publication, Perspectives on Patient
Safety, features an article on interdisciplinary approaches to
MRI safety.3 The full online version of that article, available
only to subscribers, includes a number of checks that facilities
can use to preliminarily assess the state of their MRI safety pro-
visions.

When you consider the fact that lost throughput resulting
from poor practices costs an MRI facility close to $20 per
minute in technical fees alone, or that serious incidents start at
over $20,000 in vendor engineering costs, or that accidents

Joint Commission Issues Sentinel Event Alert
on MRI Accidents

By Tobias Gilk � President & MRI Safety Director, Mednovus, Inc. � Overland Park, KS
� Tobias.Gilk@Mednovus.com

. . . continued on page 8
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Joint Commission Issues Sentinel Event Alert
on MRI Accidents

involving equipment damage easily reach the 6 figure range
(all observed throughout my consulting experiences), the ROI
on safety improvements in the MRI suite can be very quick!
Poor operational practices and accumulated minor safety
events can easily wind up costing a facility tens, if not hun-
dreds, of thousands of dollars in annual lost revenues. Larger
accidents, such as the 2001 death of a young boy at
Westchester Medical Center in New York4 can result in multi-
million dollar lawsuits and years of litigation.

The take away message for MRI facilities, particularly accredit-
ed facilities, is that acci-
dents which jeopardize
patients, staff and million
dollar investments are far
more common than
reported. Site surveys are
likely to begin to focus
unprecedented levels of
attention on your MRI
facility, so staff should be
prepared for questions such as:

- When was your last code drill?
- Does your cryogen venting system conform to the MRI
manufacturer’s current engineering standards?
- When was the last time you physically inspected the cryo-
gen venting/exhaust systems?
- Is each piece of clinical and incidental equipment appropri-
ately labeled with the current ASTM standards for MR safe-
ty?
- What methods are in place for identifying the safety of
patient implants?
- What are your provisions for physically screening patients,
visitors, and objects entering the suite?
- Do you adhere to the ACR recommendation for ferromag-
netic detection screening of patients?
- Does your facility provide the ACR 4 zones of safety/screen-
ing?
- Is access to your MR suite effectively controlled for
unscreened patients and staff?
- How do you handle medical gases in the scanner room?

If nothing else, the Sentinel Event Alert increases the degree of
“foreseeability” of many common accidents and incidents for
all MRI facilities. “Foreseeability”is a legal indicator of how likely
an event is and directly relates to the reasonable steps that
ought to be taken to prevent accidents and injuries. The pres-

ence of this alert coupled with available best practice stan-
dards for patient safety, such as the ACR Guidance Document for
Safe MR Practices: 2007, are likely to increase an MRI facility’s lia-
bility exposure in the event of an accident if they do not take
appropriate preventative steps.

Given the newly elevated profile of these persistent MRI safety
issues, providers are urged to have evaluations of each MRI
suite’s safety provisions. These preemptive MRI suite surveys or
safety audits will allow you to identify, plan, and remediate any
safety deficiency prior to your next Joint Commission or state
survey.

To measure the safety
“score” of your MRI instal-
lation, you may find it
useful to use the MRI
Suite Safety Calculator. A
printable version of this
scored questionnaire is
available for download at
www.mri-planning.com.

An online version can be accessed at AuntMinnie.com.

If you would like any further information on physical safety
provisions in support of safety in the MRI suite, please visit
www.MRI-Planning.com.
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. . . from page 7

The presence of this alert coupled with available best
practice standards for patient safety . . .

are likely to increase an MRI facility’s liability exposure
in the event of an accident if they do not
take appropriate preventative steps.
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Prior to adopting PACS, we
had films stored in 3 outside
locations, as well as inside
locations. We had 1 file room
receptionist to help the staff manage
these films. We realized an immediate

productivity increase by converting all modalities to digital
imaging, with the exception of mammography. One of the
main advantages to providing digital radiographs was that
during the second and third shifts, there was routinely only 1
staff member present in the department. By placing a comput-
er radiography unit inside the radiology room, we were able to
better facilitate the patient and the technologist remaining
together during the entire exam. This was also the largest pro-
ductivity increase that we realized.

Aside from PACS, electronic signature was the biggest factor
that affected the turnaround time for reporting back to the
ordering physician. It took approximately 2½ years for the
referring physicians to begin using the Internet for viewing
images. Our hospital was the first hospital to have PACS in our
area; therefore, it took some time to change the physician pat-
terns for film review. Overall, our PACS implementation has
been painless. We installed a single server system with a sepa-
rate Web server.

During the 4 years since installation, we have had very little
downtime. One of the biggest challenges is training the staff
to pay attention and select the appropriate patient from the
modality worklist. PACS is set up so that the technologist must
merge the image with the original order, which provides a sec-
ond step of verification and relieves the PACS administrator
from much reconciliation.

Staffing levels have not changed since moving to PACS. The
image volume has increased by approximately 60%. Overall,
we have no staff members who would like to move back to
film. In fact, we are currently negotiating for digital mammog-
raphy, due to the problems we still experience with the film

workflow. It is very difficult to move to PACS and a stage envi-
ronment. We found that it was much simpler to move every-
thing to digital at once. Also, we immediately began distribut-
ing CDs to all referring physicians. Only those physicians that
had a valid reason for receiving film (as determined by the
radiology administrators and radiologist) were allowed to con-
tinue using film. We were able to cut our film budget by 65%.

We did not install PACS viewing within the operating room. In
order to have a successful operating room PACS roll out, you
would need surgeons that were already accustomed to view-
ing digital images. The operating room staff will also need to
be trained to pull up the images on the view station.
Furthermore, they will need to be very comfortable moving
within the images in order to pull up the appropriate image
that the surgeon would need to see. We felt this was too ambi-
tious a project, considering we were the only facility with digi-
tal imaging in the area.

One of the unforeseen advantages of moving to PACS was the
availability for after-hours radiologist coverage. We have also
had occasions when the radiologist was unavailable, but we
were able to send images to another outside radiologist for
review. Radiologist peer-review has also been made much easi-
er, as well as technologist QA.

We are a small, rural hospital and I don't believe that we could
have grown during the previous 4 years without PACS. It allows
us to perform increased image volume with the same level of
staff FTEs. It provides a secondary method for referring physi-
cians to view their images at any workstation within the hospi-
tal or in their offices, which makes them more productive.
Having the images and reports available on theWeb saves
patients time if they are referred to a specialist and do not
carry films or a CD. Digital imaging increases staff productivity
and job satisfaction, specifically in small hospitals or imaging
centers in which technologists routinely perform clerical
duties. Choosing the PACS vendor may be a daunting task with
so many available today, but it is a worthwhile endeavor. j

By Steve Davis, CRA � Director of Imaging Services, Clarendon Memorial Hospital � Manning, SC
� sdavis@clarendonhealth.com

Turnaround Time Reduction: A Director’s Story
Editor’s Note: How has turnaround time been affected by current imaging technologies, such as PACS, voice recognition (VR), and elec-
tronic signature? AHRA’s forthcoming Image Management Survey seeks the answer to this very question, an interpretation of the rela-
tionship between image management and report turnaround time, illustrated through timely data collected from imaging profession-
als. Below is an excerpt from this publication: a brief essay explaining what one director has learned during his PACS experience, from
implementation to today. Look for the Image Management Survey this spring, available at www.ahraonline.org.
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Congratulations to our 2008 Spring Osborn
Scholarship winner, Louise Saxby!

Louise will receive registration to attend both the Basic
Management Skills program and CRA prep course at the 2008

spring conference in Tampa Bay, FL.

It is not too late to apply for Osborn Scholarships to the annual
meeting and fall conference. Apply online today! Visit
www.ahraonline.org for more details. j

Congratulations to 2008
Osborn Scholarship Recipient

Writing Contest*
Prospective authors (new or experienced!) are invited to enter
a writing contest by contributing to Radiology Management,
AHRA's bi-monthly peer reviewed journal. Win FREE registra-
tion for:

1st place winner: AHRA 2008 or 2009 Annual Meeting
($495 member value, $625 non-member value)

2nd place winner: AHRA 2008 Fall conference or
AHRA 2009 Spring conference
($425 member value, $565 non-member value)

3rd place winner: Two AHRAWebinars
($198 member value, $218 non-member value)

Both members and non-members are eligible to submit either
a feature article or column for consideration. Features typically
run from 1500-3500 words. The content should be in depth,
researched, and diverse. Focusing on education, topics include
but are not limited to business management techniques,
human resources, technology, regulations, asset management,
operations management, and fiscal management as they relate
to the imaging field. Columns typically run from 750-1500

words and may be submitted on the topics of staffing, imaging
center operations, coding, technology, operations manage-
ment, fiscal management, or op/ed.

Deadline for entries is May 1. Please reference "RM writing
contest" with submission. The journal's editor, Deb Murphy, is
available to help authors through the writing process and to
work on drafts. The Editorial Review Board (ERB) will judge the
entries and select a winner through a blind peer review
process. The winning article(s) will be published in the 30th
anniversary special issue of Radiology Management
(July/August 2008) which will be distributed to all AHRA 2008
Annual Meeting attendees. Runner-up entries will be consid-
ered for publication in future issues.

For questions, editorial guidelines, or to submit an entry,
please contact Deb Murphy at dmurphy@ahraonline.org.

*Winners will be announced on or before June 1. Prizes do not include
any travel related expenses, such as airfare, hotel, or meals. If the win-
ning contestant has already registered for the conference prior to the
announcement of the winning entries, registration fee will be reim-
bursed. ERB members are not eligible for participation. j
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Radiology Recruiting
Specialist:

888.223.7950

Free Online Job Board:
www.locumtenens.com/ahra

Put the pressure on us.

“We’re short-staffed right now.  Can you postpone
your appointment until we find another radiologist?”

Short Staffed?
We can help.
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Radiology Directors
/ Managers
IInntteerriimm  eemmppllooyymmeenntt::  OOnnee  aassssiiggnnmmeenntt
oorr  aa  ccaarreeeerr!! Attractive management
opportunities exist nationwide. If you

would accept a short-term assignment, send resume and
the names, addresses and phone numbers of four profes-
sional references to: the Nielsen Healthcare Group, 600
South Holmes Ave, Suite 2, St. Louis, MO 63122, or fax
to 314.984.0820, or email to nhcg@primary.net. No
fees and no contract to limit your opportunities.

Voting begins May 7, 2008 for the AHRA
2008-2009 Board of Directors and presi-
dent-elect. Voting is open to all members in good
standing.  Be sure to check out the next issue of Link
for candidate details.

Don’t miss this opportunity to make your voice
heard.  Get out and vote!  j

Invest in the
Future of AHRA:
Your Organization!

What’s Your Story?
Do you have a story that would be of
interest to your colleagues?  Perhaps your
facility has recently implemented a PACS system or
undergone major renovations.  Maybe you’ve just
gotten a new and exciting job in the image manage-
ment field.  Or maybe you’ve just experienced a
major breakthrough with a management issue.  Tell
us about it!  

Link is your information source and networking tool.
If you have learned, considered, or experienced any
issues that have advanced or enhanced your stance
in the imaging field, your colleagues are eager to
read about it.  Your news could help them as much
as it has helped you—maybe more!  

If you’d like more information about writing for Link,
please email edoutre@ahraonline.org or call AHRA
at (800) 334-AHRA or (978) 443-7591.  Your
thoughts, opinions, and experiences will make a dif-
ference to your fellow members.  j



490-B Boston Post Road
Suite 200
Sudbury, MA 01776

address services requested

2008 Remindersc

Upcoming CRA Exam: May 2008; July 27, 2008; November 2008

March 17, 2008; June 12, 2008; September 16, 2008 Application deadline: 

AHRA Spring Conference: April 16-17, 2008 ~ Tampa, FL

July 27-31, 2008 ~ Denver, COAHRA Annual Meeting:

LINK

GE Healthcare Award for Excellence Nominations Due April 25, 2008

Board of Directors Nominations Voting Begins May 7, 2008

AHRA Fellows Program Applications Due May 16, 2008


